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LEGAL NOTICE:

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the cre
ation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent 
at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the rapidly changing na
ture of the Internet.

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publica
tion, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary in
terpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived slights of specific per
sons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of in
come made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their in
dividual circumstances to act accordingly.

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or fi
nancial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent profession
als in legal, business, accounting, and finance field.

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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INTRODUCTION

What do you think is most important for your customers when they 
are on your website and they have to take a decision whether to 
spend their money on you/your product/your service or not? Yes, 
what are they asking themselves? What do they picture in their mind?
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If you can answer these questions, you know that by far the single 
most important factor in selling online is TRUST or CREDIBILITY.

Specially on the web where a prospect does not have the chance to 
interact with you directly you have to take the necessary steps to 
build up your credibility.

In this short report I want to show you a few of the ways which could 
quickly and effectively increase your credibility in the market place. 
Intentionally I left out article writing in this report.  It involves some 
other type of skills which are well treated in other reports.

So, let's start from the beginning:
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CHAPTER ONE: WHO DO YOU WANT TO BE?
If you are thinking of starting or expanding some kind of business on
line, you are going to come up against one of the biggest challenges 
of doing business on the internet: credibility.

The problem that you will face is this: when a potential customer 
comes across your web page, they don’t know anything about you.

Who are you? Why should they trust what you have to say? Why 
should they come to you for advice and why should they buy anything 
from you?

If they were walking into a brick and mortar business, they would see 
you face to face and could form an in immediate impression. They 
know the building isn’t going to vanish overnight like a website can. 

They know that you are the person you say you are, not an anony
mous scammer from another country hiding behind a website and a 
fake name and fake photograph. 
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As a new Internet business owner, you don’t have that advantage.

And it's not only the risk of being scammed that buyers think about – 
if they're about to spend money on buying an information product 
from you – about dog training, self-help or whatever, they need to 
know why they should trust you – why they should trust your exper
tise. Indeed do you actually have any expertise they may wonder?

And it's a problem for us as Internet marketers too. When we move 
into a new niche we're competing with established sellers and quite 
frankly, buyers don't know who the Hell we are.

Fortunately, thanks to the immediate nature of the Internet, you can 
create and establish an online brand identity very quickly these days, 
and that's one of the first things a smart marketer does when he 
moves into a new niche. Here's why...

Once you have established yourself as an expert in your area, you 
don’t have to work anywhere near as hard to sell people on your cre
dentials. They will seek you out, because they want information and 
assistance from people with expertise and experience.

The first step to establishing a reputation as a guru, an authority in a 
particular area is to ask yourself: how do I want to be known online?

Remember that what you create online lives forever, so you want to 
put some thought into this.

This doesn’t mean that you are forever stuck doing one thing, but 
once you become known as a guru in one area, it can be hard to 
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make a huge change and become known as a guru for something 
completely different.

For instance, to use an extreme example, Martha Stewart is known 
as a home lifestyle authority, but if she were to switch and try to es
tablish a new brand identity as an automotive expert, she would 
doubtless fall flat on her face (although you never know)

Consistency is important. You are creating an online persona and ev
erything that you present about that persona should be congruent 
and should support your brand message.

When we say “creating”, of course we don’t mean “fabricating”. We 
mean that you are going to identify the unique talents and expertise 
that you have, and you are going to select the most relevant informa
tion about yourself to present to the world.

You're just presenting your best side, your talents, your skills and 
your products in the best possible light. Just like wanting people to 
see the flattering photograph of you rather than the one that makes 
you look like a Hippo's ugly cousin.

Start out by making a list of your experience and your accomplish
ments.
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Let’s say you are a talented public speaker and you want to create in
formation products that teach people how to overcome their fear of 
public speaking and wow their audiences. 

On your list you would want to include anything relevant, like the fact 
that you’ve made hundreds of speeches, belong to Toastmasters In
ternational (a public speaking group), have giving training sessions in 
public speaking to professionals, and so on.

If you are an avid amateur gardener and want to become known as a 
gardening expert so you can sell gardening information products, 
then you would mention any gardening competitions that you have 
been in and especially that you have won, or any gardening groups 
that you are a member of.

Now, write up a little bio for yourself that you can have handy to put 
on your website, as an introduction in the beginning of any ebooks or 
short reports that you produce, or in the resource box or biography 
box that you are allowed to include when you write articles for article 
directories. You'd be amazed at how many marketers don't have any 
sort of 'about me' page or short biog. 
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You can shorten or adapt it as necessary, but having it written out 
saves a lot of time and it will help you organize your thoughts and de
cide what information you want to present.

Something like “Susan Smith is a former teacher who now works as a 
consultant for parents of special needs children, helping them navi
gate the educational system and ensure their children receive all the 
help that they need. She has written a book called (Your title here) 
which...etc.”

Or “Joe Jones is a web designer with a degree in graphic design from 
(University Title here). He specializes in creating search engine opti
mized websites, which are not only pleasing to the eye but which rank 
well in the search engines. He can teach you how to do the same.”

It only needs to be two or three sentences. Short and sweet, give 
your past experience and any professional degrees or credentials 
which lend you credibility, and then explain what services or products 
you have available now.
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You also need a picture of yourself, and it should be a flattering, pro
fessional looking picture. You can get pictures taken affordably at 
many department stores or at chains. Quite honestly with digital cam
eras and free editing software, these days it's possible to get better 
photos created at home than you could have got in a studio 20 years 
ago.

It is a good idea to use the same picture, because if you are using a 
number of different pictures, you might look different in every shot 
and you are going for familiarity - you want to be instantly recogniz
able at a glance. Sometimes an instantly recognizable photo is as 
good as a logo or trademark.

You want people to look at your picture next to an article that you 
have written, or a blog post that you have made, and think “Oh, that’s 
Susie Smith, the Rose Garden Lady” or whatever brand identity that 
you have created for yourself. 

Speaking of which, it can also help to create a catchphrase for your
self. Think of The Iron Chef, or The Frugal Gourmet, The Dog Whis
perer, or Oprah Winfrey, the Queen of Daytime Television, or...

For example, if you want to be known for your beautiful web designs, 
you could market yourself as The Rembrandt of Web Design. 

It’s not absolutely necessary, but it helps people to remember you.
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Now that you have established how you want to present yourself to 
the world, let’s talk about the best places on the web to establish 
yourself as an overnight guru, using GuruCraft.

CHAPTER TWO: PRESS RELEASES

One of the best ways to get your name all over the web quickly, and 
with an air of authority, is to use online press release services.

www.webwire.com and www.prweb.com are just a couple of the many 
online press release service agencies which will allow you to write up 
and submit your own press release about you, your company, or any 
other subject that you desire.

Take a look at some of the releases from the front page of PR Web, a 
typical press release service (below) 
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Many of the listings are for businesses announcing new products, or 
new businesses announcing that they have just formed, or business
es announcing some new service or equipment.
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Press releases do very well in search engine rankings, and if you 
write a few press releases about your business, than people who are 
searching the web to find out more about you will find the press re
lease and will get a very favorable impression of you.

A press release can make a one man operation look like big busi
ness, and confers authority and credibility on the person featured in 
the press release.

People read a press release and tend to associate them with news 
stories, even if the press release is never picked up by the news me
dia.

There are some rules when writing a press release for online press 
release companies.

You need to write about yourself in the third person, odd as it may 
feel to you.

You would say “John Doe, a licensed personal trainer who has won 
several fitness competitions, has released a series of videotapes de
signed to help seniors stay fit and maintain muscle tone,” rather than 
“I’m excited to announce that I’ve designed a series of” etc. etc.

You need to provide contact information for the press release, as in, 
“For more information, contact John Doe, president (or owner or 
whatever the title is) of Fit For Life Industries, at”...and provide a valid 
email address and phone number. If you can also provide a physical 
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address, even if it’s actually just a rented post box at a UPS store, 
that helps immensely.

The best thing to do before writing a press release is to go to one of 
the big press release sites and read half a dozen press releases from 
beginning to end.

This will give you a guideline as to the appropriate length, how they 
are written, and how companies and individuals highlight their 
achievements and find a fresh exciting angle to feature in the press 
release.

It doesn’t matter if your product or service has been available for a 
while and you aren’t offering anything new (although coming up with 
something new certainly gives you a good angle to write about.)

In that case, if you have nothing new to offer, you can “write around it” 
and basically just announce that you’re there, without highlighting that 
you’ve been there for a little while:

“Web Designer Mary Sue Smith, who has a degree in graphics de
sign, is making her services available to small business owners. 
“They really appreciate my personal touch,” she explained,” etc etc.
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The more people see your name out there on the web, the more 
credibility that you have - especially if it’s written in business-like lan
guage and appears on a press release site. 

And you can write a press release, submit it to a press release site, 
and have it be available for anyone to find within HOURS. How’s that 
for instant credibility?
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CHAPTER THREE: USING FORUMS 

There are forums for just about every area of interest that you can 
think of, and if you want to establish credibility, forums are a great 
way to do it.

Try to find the biggest and most active forums for maximum expo
sure. If you go on a forum and hardly anyone is posting and there are 
no new posts from the past few days, then move on to a forum that 
will be more useful to you.

To find them all you have to do is go to your favorite search engine 
and type in the kind of forum you are looking for.

If you’re looking for a dog forum, just type in “dog forum”.  Or, you 
could type in “dog breed information” or “dog training information” and 
a lot of forums in those areas will come up as well.

A search on Google for dog forums for example, returns 22 million re
sults. Have a look at the following screenshot – to give you an idea 
about how easy it is to search for forums.
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You can see the top five results.

So obviously if you're looking for a gardening forum you can just 
search for 'gardening forums'. You get the picture,

Pick a few of the biggest forums and start posting regularly. If you 
only have time to post on one, make sure it is a very active forum with 
a lot of members who post regularly. 
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Forums allow you to include a link to your website in your signature 
file, so you can get help people in the community that you are target
ing become familiar with you.

Here are some tips on getting the most out of forums:

Have your website up and ready to go and looking good, filled with in
formative content or a very professional looking sales page.

Remember that everything you say on a forum will be remembered 
by forum members, whether in a good way or a bad way. So think be
fore you post.

Don’t get sucked into flame wars, don’t respond angrily to negative 
comments, and be helpful to people who ask questions. You want 
people to enjoy speaking to you and to want to come to you for infor
mation.

Because you are presenting yourself as a guru, you don’t want to go 
on forums and ask questions about something that you are supposed 
to be an expert in.

Here is an example that is seen all too often on “make money online” 
forums.

People frequently go on those forums and ask questions like “How 
can I make $50 a day? I’m broke and desperate. I’m about to get my 
electricity turned off”.
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And, incredible as this may sound, in their signature line will be a link 
to a product with a title like “Quit Your Day Job With This Can’t Fail  
System! A Thousand Dollars A Day or Your Money Back!”

I guarantee you that forum members will spot that immediately. 

And the poster suffers an instant loss of credibility. Forum members, 
who tend to be a tight knit group with long memories, will never trust 
this person.

Even lesser slip-ups can really hurt you. You cannot ask questions in 
the area where you are supposed to be an expert.

If you claim to be an expert in article marketing, you cannot go on an 
Internet marketing forum and ask “What are the best directories to 
submit my articles to?”

If you are a dog training expert you can not go on a dog training fo
rum and ask “How can I get my dog to stop barking?” and have a link 
back to your site which offers a series of videos to teach people how 
to train their dogs.

What you could do of course is to join another forum under a different 
username and ask the question there. 

You can ask questions in OTHER areas though. If you are an expert 
in article marketing, you could certainly go on an Internet marketing 
forum and ask questions about how to upload a website or what host
ing service people have had the best luck with.
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But you are better off spending most of your time looking for 
people who are asking questions about issues that involve your 
expertise, and answering those questions. Being helpful and an
swering questions is the best and quickest way to becoming an ex
pert. It's what gurus do.

Example of responses: “Diane, when I am working with clients to get 
dogs to stop barking, I frequently find that...”

Or “Joseph, the best way that I have found to get rid of slugs without 
pesticide is...”

Ideally you want to post a few times a day answering questions like 
that, and also start forum “threads” in which you offer a solution to a 
problem that a lot of people on that forum have.

And check back on the posts that you have answered, because peo
ple will frequently chime in with more questions for you or will ask for 
clarification.

You can very quickly be perceived as an expert with the people who 
will be buying your products. You can also (unless it's against forum 
rules) say something like 'you can get more information about this on 
my website, at www...”
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It's a great way for getting highly targeted traffic to view your sites.

Forums also tend to rank well in the search engines so when some
one types in a phrase like “How do I kill garden pests without pesti
cide” into a search engine, your answers on that topic are very likely 
to come up - with your name and your link to your website.

People outside of the forum will then see you answering questions in 
an intelligent, authoritative way, and you will help increase your repu
tation and visibility very quickly like this.

What is even better is if those people search for your name - and 
come up with the results from the press releases that you have al
ready submitted! 

Next, let’s talk about using blogs to establish yourself as an instant 
guru.
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CHAPTER FOUR: USING BLOGS
Just as there are forums for people with every conceivable type of in
terest, there are blogs for people with every conceivable type of inter
est as well.

Some of these blogs are very popular and get tens of thousands of 
visitors a month.

Those, of course, are the blogs that you want to target.

Where can you find the most popular blogs? www.Technorati.com is a 
good place to start.

You can go to their front page and look for blogs in specific categories 
like business, entertainment, lifestyle, politics, sports or technology.

Then you can look for blogs that seem to have a lively, active com
ment section.

Try to be one of the first responders to a post – because those get 
the most views.  Or at least try to be among the first few people who 
respond to a post.
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Or you can go to http://technorati.com/pop/blogs/, which lists the top 
100 most popular blogs, according to Technorati. All of these blogs 
get massive traffic.

Here are the current top five; however, there are blogs covering most 
subjects in the top 100 list.

There are a couple of ways that you can use blogs to establish your 
credibility and become an overnight guru.
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Just as with forums, you can include your website link in your signa
ture file and you can get a lot of traffic to your website that way.

You can make intelligent, helpful comments on relevant topics and 
showcase your expertise that way.

You don’t want to be seen as disrespecting the blog owner or putting 
down his or her posts. Think about yourself from the reader's point of 
view – who would you trust, respect and more importantly, ask advice 
from and ultimately buy from, which is the whole point of establishing 
guru status.

Although most blog owners welcome a lively, passionate discussion, 
it is their blog, not a public newspaper, so they have the right to block 
comments from people who are hostile or rude.

On a blog, you cannot usually start your own thread on a subject the 
way you could on a forum. So you are limited to commenting on what 
the blogger said. 

However, there is one way that you can control what is on a blog: by 
offering to be a guest commenter.

This also gives you enormous credibility and instant authority, espe
cially if you can land a coveted guest spot on a popular blog. 

To do this, of course, you have to convince the blog owner that you 
are an authority on your subject matter and that you can write a guest 
post that is interesting and timely and accurate, and also useful for 
the blog readers.
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Not every blog will allow guest posters; search to find blogs in your 
field that do.

Be prepared to write up a proposed blog post beforehand and offer it 
to the blog owner.

Learn what the blog owner is looking for by reading what other guest 
posters have written.

If you are turned down, you can always use the post that you have 
written on your own website or blog, after all, so it won’t be a waste in 
any way.

Next, let’s talk about harnessing the power of social networking to be
come an overnight guru.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SOCIAL NETWORKING

When you want to quickly establish your credentials and your pres
ence on the Internet, social networking is a very useful tool.

There are numerous social networking sites on the Internet, and here 
we’re going to discuss how to take advantage of some of the biggest 
ones.
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LinkedIn.com, with 25 million professionals online, is a site used by 
many industry professionals. 

After you sign up to join LinkedIn, you will be given these options:

And among other things you will be given the opportunity to create a 
profile, where you can fill in information like this:

You’ll definitely want to create a customized LinkedIn URL for yourself 
and include a link to it on your website.
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However you do not want to stop there. LinkedIn has groups of pro
fessionals and you will want to join groups that are in your industry. 
These groups have discussions features, and you will want to join 
several groups and post frequently to establish yourself and get your 
name out there.

You will see the sign up box for groups on the left hand side of your 
Linked-In home page and many other Linked-In pages as well.

You can also create your own group, and invite industry professionals 
to join. If you do this, make sure that you visit your group page fre
quently throughout the day and engage in conversation with everyone 
who posts there.
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Having your own LinkedIn Group is an excellent way to establish 
credibility. It makes you appear to be a leader in your field.

Another popular social networking site is Ning.com, where you can 
easily create your own social network and have it hosted on there for 
free.

It’s literally as easy as typing in the name of the social network that 
you want:

You can either join a social network on Ning or create your own, or 
both.  Again, being the leader of a social network gives you instant 
credibility. 

But it’s not a bad idea at all to start a network on Ning and belong to 
other people’s networks. 

It’s always helpful to join a community of like-minded professionals 
who are in the same field as you, and post frequently to their forums. 

Of course, any discussion of social networking would be incomplete 
without talking about Facebook.
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Facebook also has groups, and you can join and create groups on 
Facebook as well.

You can create a profile where you provide your professional creden
tials and a link to your website, you can easily find other people who 
share the same interests as you, and you can invite them to be 
friends with you. 

There are numerous categories of groups:
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So as you can see, any area where you want to establish yourself as 
a guru...you’ll find it on Facebook!

Another extremely popular social networking site these days is 
Twitter.

If you want to find people on Twitter who are talking about a particular 
subject, use www.summize.com and search for that subject.

Sign up for Twitter, and of course include a link to your website.

Then sign up to follow anyone who you find that is interested in what 
you are following. 

Make sure you post several times a day at least, discussing what you 
are currently doing in your field, mentioning products that you have 
created in the past, or your credentials in your field. 

For instance, if you are establishing yourself as a guru in the fitness 
field, you could type something like: “Working on my latest product, a 
video about toning abs.”

Or link to an interesting fitness story; just make sure you start the 
“tweet” or post with something tantalizing, like “Great article on diet 
foods that make you fat”.

And every time you update your blog, make sure that you link back to 
that blog post. 
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If you are establishing yourself as an authority in the field of search 
engine optimization, you could write a tweet that says something like 
“Just wrote a blog post about Best SEO Practices.” 

There are many other social networking sites that you could choose 
as well. 

For efficiency’s sake, it’s best to figure out which social networking 
sites appeal to you the most and use them frequently, rather than 
concentrating on a whole bunch of social networking sites and only 
using them occasionally.

CONCLUSION
I’ve given you many tools to use to establish yourself as an overnight 
guru.

Don’t get overwhelmed, because you don’t need to use all of them, or 
use them all at once.
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Once you have worked out your plan of action, including writing up a 
short bio for yourself and uploading a good picture of yourself to use 
for all of your marketing efforts, you can decide where to start.

Remember that the more forums, blogs, and social networking 
groups that you can visit and establish a presence in, the faster you 
will make a name for yourself.

You want to get your name out there in as many places as possible 
so if someone searches for your name, they find that you are all over 
the web.

You also want your name linked with your specialty - “Susan Smith, 
Healthy and Delicious Cooking” - so that if people type in a search 
term like “healthy and delicious cooking” they will come up with your 
name. 

If you just follow these steps that I have outlined here you will be 
amazed at how quickly you can establish yourself as an expert using 
Gurucraft!

To your great landing as the expert in your market

Juergen Kosel
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Resources and Bonuses

Check out the following resource to go around spam filters and junk folders

You've Got Cash 4 Sure! - This special report (with videos) was writ
ten for email campaigns, but it is a very good strategy for e-zine pub
lishing as well. Publish your e-zine on a website or in a pdf. You can 
get this report for free personal use (presently) at: 

You've Got Cash!

Build your mailing list the professional and easy way:

For capturing your prospects names and emails I recommend you a 
powerful software which will track your visitors and conversions as 
well as personalize the after pages and much more. You can find it 
here:

Squeeze Page Simple

Auto Responder accounts:

This is the tool, which is going to be responsible for building your 
database of prospects and potential customers. I also call it “asset”.
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If by any chance you have yet to get yourself an auto responder, here 
are some reliable auto responder services you can choose from, and 
more importantly, they have high delivery rates:

http://www.aweber.com/

http://www.getresponse.com/

You may set up your own auto responder on your own domain and 
save the monthly costs of about $15 to $25.

For a smaller one time fee you can get the popular “AutoResponder 
Unlimited” from here.

Don’t underestimate the power of auto responders. Imagine that your 
phone only worked 40% of the time - your automatic salespeople!

Domain Name Registration
Because of service and price, I recommend getting your domain 
names at:

http://www.namecheap.com/

Hosting Service 

My highest recommendation goes to Hostgator. 

I've used many hosting services in the past, but now I host all my 
sites with Hostgator because they don't charge for every extra and 
they never let me down with any problems. Their service is really 
excellent – I couldn't recommend any other one for that reason! 

At least for me reliability is the deciding factor in hosting!

http://secure.hostgator.com
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And their pricing is just unbeatable. Recently they provided me with a 
dedicated IP for only $2/m and with my hosting plan I got 600 GB of 
disc space and 6 TB of bandwidth (traffic), unlimited domains .. for 
only $7.95. With this plan I can go a long way and still have lots of 
capacities open to expand my businesses.

http://secure.hostgator.com

Top service and features, even for $4.95/m:

There are many hosting providers out there and you can definitely 
find cheaper ones. There is also one which could be better, but that 
one will cost you minimum $20/m and doesn't offer all the features at 
this rate. 

Its not advised to save on hosting costs and specifically, if you're not 
experienced, you may need the service of a good provider.

However, if you feel skilled enough, I found the best free hosting with
out any ads at 000Webhost.com with enough web space and band
width.

Video Vault
If you need instructions for these steps, become a free member of my 
Video Vault with presently about 280 instructional videos. 

Go to the following page where you'll also find some other goodies 
and sign up for the videos at the bottom:

http://infobiz.info/bonus1/index.html
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Traffic Resources
There are endless many sources for traffic, but too many of them are 
a waste of time and/or money. For getting serious results you have to 
put in some kind of efforts and/or money. Here I want to give you just 
a few links to programs which are free (at some you can upgrade for 
better results) and proven to bring traffic to your site very fast:

Traffic Swarm 

Croc Ads

Free Advertising Blog

Learn to Harness the Power of Web 2.0

Claim 2 free videos about how to conquere the traffic of Web 2.0 sites
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After working through all this stuff I guess you deserve a great bonus:

ready-to-go PLR Website including a Hot-Selling Product 
its really free – don't miss this one as long as available

Giveaways List of recommended Events

Web 2.0 Directory

Here's THE Bonus
No One Wants You To Know About

Click on the image

A very successful Web 2.0 strategy
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"Simple Click By Click Formula Transforms Any 
Dead-Slow PC Into a Stable, Lightning Fast and 

Secure System...In Just 15 Minutes!"

Did you recognize that your PC is getting slower day by day? 

If you have a new one, you'll not recognize it for some certain time. 

Depending on how many software programs you use or even how 

much you use your PC at all every windows system gets slower be

cause of inherent utilities.

Every keystroke and every click...in fact everything you do on your 

PC is being tracked and stored right this minute...slowing your PC to 

a crawl and leaving your vital and personal information up for grabs. 

Most people only find this out the hard way... after their computer 

slows to a crawl. Or worse, after their personal information has been 

compromised.

Don't let it come to that..

                              .. get The Secret PC Formula today!
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